
2LEEP VS WAHOHA COMPARATIVE STUDY 

2leep and Wahoha are two well-known names in the traffic exchange industry. There are 

advantages and disadvantages in either of them and both are good in themselves. In this 

article, we shall have a comparative study between the services provided by 2leep and 

Wahoha and which one is better and how. Both of them have a good customer base across 

the world and offers premium quality services to draw maximum traffic to your site. Let us 

talk a bit about the features and trends in 2leepVs Wahoha, to learn complete information 

about it please visit nicheonlinetraffic.com. 

Comparative Study  

1. Wahoha 

- One of the most important steps in a traffic exchange is managing the widget’s 

content. It is in the best interest of the website owner to decide for what goes 

inside the widget area. The best thing about Wahoha is the ability to customise 

the widgets and keep only the relevant stuff. The publishers of various categories 

are shown in the widget screen, thus making it easy to filter it out. One can easily 

deselect the unwanted categories in it.  

- The post on Wahoha is not immediately approved. They go through processes and 

only after checking the links and content of your website, they approve it. It might 

take a few days in case it is a weekend.  

- Wahoha provides the users with an insight into their performance. It shows the 

most viewed pages/posts in increasing order of the number of clicks. A well-

defined graph gives a clear picture of the page views.  

- One can use any image from the internet with proper URL, there is no restriction 

on the copyright thing.  

- The post upload process takes lesser time as compared to 2leep.  

2. 2leep 

- 2leep requires a lot of input to be given in each post. Thus the 2leep Vs Wahoha 

upload time is more in this case.  

- Like Wahoha, 2leep also provides the ability to post pictures from the interest with 

the image URL.   

- 2leep describes the clicks received, sent and their exchange ratio in a graphical 

form for easier interpretations.  

- One of the important aspects of 2leep is the website monetization. It means that 

its thrust is more on earnings and revenue generation.  

The 2leepVs Wahoha makes it clear that both of them have one sole target- to generate 

maximum traffic for the site. All other things become secondary in front of it.   
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